
Color Vocabulary 
 

1. Achromatic: color scheme completely lacking standard hues (black, white, and gray only) 

2. Analogous Colors: Those colors that are closely related in hue (name). They are usually adjacent to each other 

on the color wheel. 

3. Color: Reflected light; the character of a surface that is the result of the response of vision to the wavelength of 

light reflected from that surface. You see what is reflected, not what is absorbed by the surface. 

4. Color Scheme: Plans for organizing colors. Types of color schemes include monochromatic, analogous, 

complementary, polychromatic, achromatic, warm and cool, etc. 

5. .Color Wheel: Circular chart, created by Sir Isaac Newton, and used to organize colors. 

6. Complementary Colors: Two colors that are directly opposite each other on the color wheel. Mixing 

complements can dull or lower the intensity or saturation of a color. Using together increases their intensity. 

7. Contrast: A great difference between colors, one light, one dark, or complementary colors. 

8. Cool Colors: The family of related colors ranging from greens through blues and violets. 

9. Hue: Used to designate the common name of a color and to indicate its position in the spectrum or on the color 

wheel. 

10. Intensity: The saturation or strength of a color determined by the quality of light reflected from it; the 

brightness or purity of a color. A pure color is in its brightest form and is most intense. The addition of any 

color lowers the intensity. 

11. Intermediate Colors: (Tertiary) Red-orange, yellow-orange, yellow-green etc. As each name indicates, an 

intermediate color is produced by combining a primary and a secondary color. Intermediate colors are located 

between primary and secondary colors on the color wheel. Two primary colors can produce an intermediate 

color also. 

12. Monochromatic Scheme: Done in variations of a single color; white, black and gray can be used to change the 

value of the color. 

13. Muddy: Said of colors that have lost their intensity; usually caused by overworking or mixing too many colors 

together. 

14. Neutrals: Black, white, and gray. (Some artists include tans and browns) 

15. Pigments: Finely ground, colored powders that form paint or dye when mixed with a liquid called the vehicle. 

16. Polychromatic Scheme: Uses multiple to many colors.  

17. Primary Colors: Red, yellow and blue. These colors cannot be produced by combining other colors. 

18. Secondary Colors: Orange, green, and violet. These colors are produced by mixing two primary colors. 

19. Shade: Created with the addition of black to a color. 

20. Spectrum: The band of individual colors that results when a beam of light is broken into its component 

wavelengths of hues. 

21. Three Properties of Color: Hue, value and intensity. 

22. Tint: Created with the addition of white to a color. 

23. Tone: The addition of gray to a color. 

24. Value: The lightness or darkness of a color. It indicates the quantity of light reflected. Adding black, white, or 

gray to a color changes its color value. 

25. Vehicle/Binder: A liquid like water or oil, which carries the pigment and makes it possible for the paint to 

adhere to surfaces, such as paper or canvas. 

26. Warm Colors: The family of related colors ranging from the reds through the oranges and yellows. 

 


